
 

 

 

 

 

Introduction 

As one of Ireland`s largest warehouse providers, we offer a 

complete Supply Chain Solution to all of our customers. We 

currently operate in excess of 800,000 sq. ft. of high 

specification warehousing in the South East, with a National 

and International client-base. Our customers include some 

multi-national leaders in the Pharmaceutical, Medical and 

Food Sectors. Serving industry since 1993, our experience 

enables us to offer a solution for every customers unique 

business needs.  

Since our foundation we have strived to provide customised 

storage for manufacturing industry. In the intervening years, 

not only have we shown consistent growth but we have also 

developed a full range of complementary services and 

additional facilities to a very wide client-base. Our 

warehouses are strategically located for easy access and the 

largest facility is located immediately adjacent to the Port of 

Waterford. This is now particularly suitable for clients across 

the Midlands and in Dublin via the M9 Motorway. 

 

The Company is owner managed and currently has a staff of 

120. The primary aim of the business is to provide storage, 

retrieval and management services for all types of 

commodity and user segment. The service gives customers 

peace of mind and more importantly on-demand access to 

stock control, stock inventory and frequent transition 

reporting 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Warehousing 

We operate in excess of 800,000 sq. ft. of high specification 

dry palletised warehousing at different locations in the 

South East.  Approximately 130,000 sq. ft. is approved by 

the Health Products Regulatory Authority (HPRA) and much 

of that is temperature controlled. Our quality control 

systems coupled with our unique warehouse management 

system demonstrate a superior customer service. 

 

Warehouses are fitted with a mix of high-bay narrow-aisle, 

drive-thru and conventional racking to meet customer 

needs. We offer tailored and customised solutions and many 

of our clients are integrated through software and IT 

compatibility. 

 

Our WMS provides an online function for the entire 

warehouse operation, including physical inventory, shipping, 

receiving and picking, as well as management features such 

as queries and reporting. Customers can run live reports to 

determine current stock levels and stock activity, and 

generate a range of predetermined reports as often as 

needed.   

 

We are AEO approved, ISO accredited and members of the 

Irish Road Haulage Association. We have achieved a lot in 

the intervening years since 1993, during which our 

philosophy has always been –   to Listen, to Solve, and 

above all to Deliver on our promise. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Supply Chain Management 

Store-All can manage as much, or as little, of the supply chain 

that the customer is comfortable with. From providing single 

elements such as warehousing or transport to combining 

numerous elements to provide sophisticated, evolving 

bespoke solutions, we have the skillset, expertise and 

willingness to mix and match and scale up or down the range 

of services we offer to best suit the needs of every customer, 

big or small. 

 

 

In an ever-changing economic climate, businesses that will 

remain successful are those that are nimble, flexible, proactive 

and able to adapt to the external factors that are all the time 

‘shifting the goalposts’. Smart businesses have recognised in 

recent times that their supply chains are often 

overcomplicated, overloaded and cumbersome and have 

found that targeting this area for lean improvements helps 

them to significantly reduce waste, inefficiencies and cost. 

 

 

An efficient supply chain can dramatically change the face of 

how you do business, from Supplier Hubbing and Just In Time 

(JIT) deliveries negating the requirement for running your own 

warehouse. That frees up the warehouse space and dedicated 

staff to be better utilised in core activities to drop-shipping 

products for internet sales. With such planning you no longer 

need to touch the product you are selling and the evidence is 

overwhelming that the ‘supply-chain revolution’ (first coined 

here) is fast becoming this centuries industrial revolution.  

 

Why not join the Supply Chain Revolution and don`t get left 

behind ……. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Order Fulfilment 
 

Store-All provide a fully-managed order fulfilment service 

which allows our clients to outsource their storage, pick and 

pack service quickly, easily and cost effectively so they can 

focus on building their business. If you have a distribution 

requirement, you will be all too familiar with the need for 

accurate and cost effective order fulfilment. The pick and 

pack service is a critical element in your offering and a key 

competitive advantage in you winning and retaining 

customers. 

 

 

The growth of internet use means that more people are 

buying and ordering products online for delivery to home or 

office. Store-All can manage the process which takes place 

from the point of sale of any product to the delivery of that 

product to the customer. 

Our Order Fulfilment services can involve some or all of the 

following: 

 

 

� Bulk storing the product or products for distribution. 

� Taking and recording the customers` request by internet or 

phone. 

� Picking and assembling the components of the order. 

� Securing, packing, labeling and addressing the consignment. 

� Shipping the consignment to customer by truck, van, mail, 

etc. 

� Maintaining computerised stock records for re-ordering. 

� Ordering and securing replacement stock. 

� Recording complaints and processing returns. 

 

The nature of order fulfilment contracts means that the 

central assembly hub can be located anywhere in the 

country, particularly with our nationwide distribution 

arrangement.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

Transport 
 

Transport is an integral part of the logistics service we 

provide to our customers. We were encouraged by some of 

our key warehousing customers to provide them with a 

transport service and we acquired our first goods vehicles in 

July 2009. We have since expanded the fleet and our 

inclusive logistics service has strengthened relationships 

with key clients, bringing them efficiencies of time, cost and 

administration, and above all quality. 

 

 

Our fleet is completely flexible so that our customers who 

need full or part loads are facilitated. We have a varied fleet, 

comprising artics, rigids with tail lifts as well as vans. Our 

trailer fleet includes box trailers, curtain siders, flats, skelly 

trailers and double-deck curtain siders. 

 

 

Our drivers are professional, competent, diligent and, above 

all, customer friendly. We have the necessary insurance 

cover with reputable insurers and we comply with all 

transport regulations, as they apply today. We are members 

of Irish Road Hauliers Association (IRHA) and regulated by 

the Road Safety Authority (RSA). 

 

 

Store-All is also a member of The Pallet Network (TPN) 

which operates a nationwide next day pallet delivery service 

from its sorting facility in Blanchardstown, Co Dublin. We 

are one of 24 regional members, strategically located 

throughout the country, handling up to 2000 pallets per 

night, with the capacity to increase if required. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Freight Forwarding 

We organise international transportation of goods by land, 

sea and air. We currently provide an extensive range of 

logistics services and with Irish export figures showing 

steady improvement, it is not surprising that Store-All has 

entered the freight sector. 

 

 

With our head office strategically located at Belview Port, 

otherwise known as the Port of Waterford, we are ideally 

situated to manage the movement and storage of raw 

materials and finished inventory.  

 

 

There are clearly two distinct flows relating to freight 

management and both are equally important, one being 

the flow of documentation and data, the other being the 

movement of the specified goods.  

 

 

Customs and Revenue Authorities have been increasing the 

level of control over international shipments since the 

events of 9/11 and our Customs Clearance Service ensures 

that goods are properly classified for the application of 

Duty and Vat. We are also approved by Irish Revenue as an 

Authorised Economic Operator (AEO), acknowledging that 

Store All Logistics has reached the highest standards in 

relation to security, management systems, customs 

compliance and ongoing solvency. This enables the pre 

clearance of exports to certain countries and eliminates 

unnecessary border delays. 

 

Store-All Logistics operates a substantial amount of dry 

warehousing in various configurations as part of its logistics 

offering, which can be seen elsewhere on this site. 
 



 

 

 

 

Contacts 

Head Office:                                     

Marine Point  

Belview 

Waterford 

 +353 (51) 831200 

 

Website  www.store-all.ie  

 

Warehousing:     

Kevin Kelly   kevinkelly@store-all.ie  

    Mobile: + 353 87 9978351 

Order Fulfilment:    

Derek Dalton  derekdalton@store-all.ie  

    Mobile: + 353 87 9677832 

  Supply Chain Management:   

John Paul Kelly johnpaulkelly@store-all.ie  

    Mobile: + 353 87 9765418 

  Transport:     

Eddie McKenna eddiemckenna@store-all.ie 

     Mobile: + 353 87 9674645 

 

 


